
Night of the Barrel 

A Hoppy Game of Beers who Conspire 
Brand: ____________________ Style: ______________________ 
Color/Flavor Profile: _________________________________________ 
I am served: _____________________________________ 
(Examples: in a pint glass/in a specialty glass/every 10 minutes/by buxom women/to hipsters) 
 

It’s the Night of the Barrel, and the bar has 
closed early! You and your fellow beer brands 
have the night off to hatch your plans and be 
hailed as the Knight of the Barrel! 
 
Fill out your beer profile and draw your label. 
Fill out one set of Glory Goals from the back of 
this card.  
 
Start with the last person to finish a beer. Set up 
and role play a scene that includes yourself and 
at least 1 other beer, until someone disagrees 
about what happens next. Come up with 2 
possible outcomes. All beer(s) not in the scene 
vote to decide which outcome happens and the 
scene ends. The next beer to the left sets up the 
next scene. 
 
Play until someone achieves all their tasks in order, including their final task “For Glory!” 
Stand up, drink a beer, and be hailed forevermore as the Knight of the Barrel! 
  

Draw  Your Beer Label Here 
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PSST! This side of the coaster is a secret! Keep this side down during play! 

 

MY GLORY GOAL! 

This is how I will become the Knight of the Barrel: 
(pick one set, keep it secret) 

 

1. I will _________________(verb) for ______________ (beer)’s benefit. 
2. ________________ (beer) will give me ___________________(noun). 
3. Finally, I will ___________(verb) to ______________ (beer), for glory! 
 
 
1. I will steal something valuable from __________________ (beer). 
2. I will destroy something that ________________ (beer) cares about. 
3. Finally, ____________________ (beer) will attack me, for glory! 
 
 
1. I will learn how _____________(beer) feels about ___________ (beer). 
2. I will tell ______________ (beer) a secret about ____________ (beer). 
3. Finally, I will convince __________ (beer) to _______(verb), for glory! 
 
 
1. ____________________ (beer) will say something kind about me. 
2. _______________ (beer) will accept ____________(noun) from me. 
3. Finally, I will “blend flavors” with _______________ (beer), for glory! 
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